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FROM THE COACH

Welcome to Albert Butler Memorial Park for our 
round 3 clash against Mt Druitt Town Rangers.

The Rangers are coming off a strong win last week 
against APIA Leichhardt. We are expecting a tough 
afternoon and know what we are in for in terms of 
it being a physical match. We are prepared for that.

Last weeks double header with Wellington Phoenix 
FC was a great Sunday of football for our club and 
the region. The only disappointment was we didn’t 
take the full 3 points against Manly Utd FC.  We have 
some fresh faces in the squad and we probably 
haven’t fully gelled in some aspects of how we 
want to play.  But I am confident that cohesion will 
improve very quickly.

We will be looking for the playing group to press 
and win the ball back quickly and to move the ball 
quickly and directly in attack. We have the players 
in the front third who can create problems for any 
defence in this league and I am confident they will 
be on song this afternoon.

Thank you for your support.  I hope you enjoy this 
afternoon and look forward to seeing you at The 
Fraternity Club after the game.
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v Mt. Druitt Town Rangers

The team from Popondetta Park, Mt Druitt Town 
Rangers are today’s opposing team at Butler Park for 
the Wollongong Wolves in Round 3 of the 2021 NPL 
NSW Mens 1 and this should be a fascinating fixture.  
Since 2019, three league games have been played 
with Mt. Druitt and the Wolves, having scored two 
and six goals respectively against each other. The 
goal per game ratio for both teams is 0.66 and 1.33 
respectively.                   

THE OPPOSITION TODAY - MT. DRUITT TOWN 
RANGERS  

For the club’s third foray in the Mens 1 division, new 
coach Stewart Montgomery has recruited former 
A-League player Tarek Elrich and Japanese duo 
Takuma Tsujimura and Fumoto Kamada to the fold, 
together with another former A-League player in 
Marc Warren from Sutherland Sharks. 

One honour the club has attained was qualification 
for the 2019 FFA Cup Round Of 32 after defeating 
Banksia Tigers, 2-0, Kirrawee Kangaroos 8-1, 
Hazlebrook FC 4-1 and Wollongong Wolves 1-0.  

The Town Rangers concluded the eleven game 
Rebooted 2020 season in tenth position having 
won two games and drawn three draws for a total of 
nine points. Eleven goals were scored with twenty-
two being conceded. The best result sequence was 
two games, two wins in Rounds 4 and 5.  The least 
impressive was four losses, Rounds 7-10.The best 
result was 3-1 and the worst 0-5 in Rounds 5 and 9 
versus Western Sydney Wanderers and Sydney FC 
respectively. The top scorer was Jack Stewart with 
four goals with five players in total getting onto 
the score sheet. He also was a multiple scorer in a 
single game, a brace in Round 5 and was the scorer 
also of the quickest goal, in the third minute of the 
Round 11 Sydney Olympic match. There were six 
games where the team failed to score. The team has 
finished in 7th and 10th positions to date. 

THE MATCH-UP

The two teams have met on four occasions with 
two in the league and two in the cup. The results 
were draw and Wolves win in the league in 2019 
and a victory each in the cup campaigns of 2015 
and 2019.  The Wolves are ahead in the goals 
department scoring eight to five, with the best win 

for the Wolves being 4-1 while Mt Druitt’s best in this 
regard was 1-0.

In the previous round the Wolves drew 1-1 with 
Manly United and the Town Rangers defeated APIA 
by three goals to one with Cooper Coskerie John 
Roberts and Mitchell Smith scoring for the Town 
Rangers. Taylor McDonald achieved the Wolves’ 
first goal of the season.  

The top scorer for each team is McDonald (WW) and 
John Roberts (MDTR). 

The table position that each time occupies is Wolves 
-11th and Mt Druitt -3rd.

The teams go into this confrontation with the 
following results – Mt.Druitt, draw and win, the 
Wolves, loss and draw.

PLAYERS TO WATCH

Mt.Druitts’ speedy striker John Roberts will be out 
to spoil the Wolves’ expectations. He scored four 
goals last season and will be out to increase this tally 
in 2020. He is a tricky player who moves swiftly on 
the ball and has two goals in two rounds so far in 
2021.

The Wolves’ Hamish Lamberton showed his wares 
in the previous rounds against Rockdale Ilinden 
and Manly United after an injury interrupted 2020 
season and he was unfortunate not to win a penalty 
versus Rockdale. He produced a targeted effort on 
goal versus Manly and is getting closer to hitting the 
mark. When he shows his form from his Sydney FC 
days, then he will be impressive for the Wolves.  

BLAST FROM THE PAST

In the sixth round of the competition in 2019 the 
teams met at WIN Stadium on 14th April. The Wolves 
team was Justin Pasfield, Taylor McDonald, Nikola 
Djordjevic, Ben Tosi, Guy Knight, Thomas James, 
Harry Callahan, Takeru Okada, Nick Littler, James 
Stojcevski and Lachlan Scott. Darcy Madden, Tory 
Musumeci and Jordan Nikolvski replaced Callahan, 
Okada and Scott respectively with Luke Wilkshire 
the coach. The Aiden Desmond coached Mt Druitt 
team comprised of Carlos Saliadarre, Hiten Saloh, 
Blake Thompson, Luke Clifford, Matthew Clowes, 
Alex Boyadjian, Fabriccio Fernandez, Ismail Hares, 
Nick Trimble Lord Darloh and Lachlan Roberts. 

MATCH PREVIEW
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Cooper Coskerie Joshua Gould and Matthew 
Crossley subbed on for Clifford, Boyadjian and 
Fernandez.   

A first meeting in the league for the two teams with 
the home team having more of the play but their over 
all profligacy did not assist their cause. Callahan had 
an early shot and Boyadjian nearly made the break 
through only for Djordjevic to clear off the line. At 
the opposite end, James hit the side netting after 
Okada had provided a pass. At the interval it was still 
0-0. Fernandez was providing threat in the second 
half before a James shot whacked into the cross bar. 
However, Boyadjian received a pass later that set 
him on course for the goal. He was through to face 
Pasfield. The striker then pushed the ball past the 
custodian into the goal on fifty- three minutes and the 
visitors had taken the lead.  This advantage lasted for 
twenty-four minutes before Littler arrived in the box 
in order to connect with a cross. He was impeded for 
his trouble and a spot kick was awarded. James took 
the resultant kick, powering the ball into the lower 
left corner in a strong-minded fashion.  Wilkshire 
–‘when you don’t take your chances in football one 

long ball and you conceded a terrible goal like that’. 
Tosi - ‘on the balance of we should have taken a bit 
more out of it at home.’   McDonald –‘unfortunately 
we could not take the three points that we came to 
get but credit to them they scrapped well.’  

SCORES AND SCORERS FROM PREVIOUS 
LEAGUE MEETINGS 

1.  2019 - Wolves 1 (Thomas James) drew with Mount 
Druitt 1 (Alex Boyadjian)  

2.  2019 - Mt. Druitt 1 (Mirjan Pavlovic) defeated by 
Wolves 4 (Darcy Madden, Thomas James, Lachlan 
Scott x2)  

3.  2020 - Wollongong Wolves (Takeru Okada) 
defeated Mt Druitt 0  

TWO SELECTED TOP SCORERS FOR MT. DRUITT 
- EMMANUEL GONZALEZ and FABRICCIO 
FERNANDEZ

Emmanuel Gonzalez topped his club’s count in the 
Mens 2 2018 competition with twenty-five goals.  

In 2019, Uruguayan striker Fabricio Fernandez 
scored nine goals to claim the club top scorer’s 
award with his first goal being attained in the Round 
7 Sydney United 58 fixture, in the fifty-third minute. 

TWO SELECTED TOP SCORERS FOR 
WOLLONGONG WOLVES - ANTHONY SURJAN 
and PETER KOTAMANIDIS

Midfielder Surjan tallied eight goals in the 1998/99 
season in his twenty-five appearances with 0.32 
goal per game ratio. His initial goal in this season 
was from the spot in the Round 2 Melbourne Knights 
game played at Summer Street and he achieved 
a hat trick against Northern Spirit in Round 22 at 
Brandon Park

In 1984, midfielder Kotamanidis scored his first goal 
of this campaign in Round 6 at Dapto Showground 
when he scored in the eighty-sixth minute. He 
totalled eight goals from twenty-eight games at a 
goal per game ratio of 0.28. 

By Malcolm Rowney

(Players and coach’s comments are excerpts from 
interviews conducted by the writer and published in his 
match reports at the time.)
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With a number of players leaving the club following 
the end of the Rebooted 2020 competition, coach 
Luke Wilkshire has welcomed the following players 
to his squad.  

BILAL BELKADI 

Belkadi is former Central Coast Youth League 
wing/back who played four games for the NPL 
2 team in 2020, representing the Mariners in the 
Foxtel National Youth League 2019/2020, playing 
eight games. He played all minutes of the two 
round competition Mens 1 games to date for the 
Wolves and has settled into the team to play the left 
defender role.

AIDAN MUNFORD 

Munford is a former Central Coast Youth League 
goalkeeper who went on loan and played for Gold 
Coast United in the Queensland NPL 1 competition, 
impressing to win the QLD NPL Mens 1 ‘Goalkeeper 
Of The Year’ Award. He has made two appearances 
to date in the Mens 1 competition, a baptism of fire 
against Rockdale Ilinden and versus Manly United in 
Round 2.

VAN ELIA 

Elia is a former Corrimal Rangers and former New 
Zealand under 20 player. He scored the goal for 
Corrimal that help progress his club to the Illawarra 
Grand Final. He made his debut versus Rockdale for 
the Wolves in Mens 1 and acquitted himself well in 
a beaten team. He showed his good touch versus 
Manly when he entered the field on the hour.  

LEROY JENNINGS

A player who has come to the Wolves from 
Blacktown City is Leroy Jennings. He is a very 
competent goal scorer, who scored four in total in 
the Rebooted 2020 campaign and another four 
in the previous season, with a hat trick coming in 
Round 9 2020 over Sydney United 58. His other 
goal was a powerful left footed strike from thirty 
metres out that zoomed into the opponent’s goal to 
earn his team a draw in the eighty-seventh minutes 
versus Sydney FC. Against Manly, he produced 
a shot on target after bringing the ball forward, 
eluding a couple of opposition players on the way. 
He was not far away from converting and will add to 
his tally as the season progresses. 

JOE LAVALLE 

Midfielder Lavalle has come onto the field twice as 
substitute in the first two rounds of the 2021 NPL 
NSW Mens 1 competition and showed his mettle.  

FLETCHER MCFARLANE  

Former local Wolves junior, Macfarlane, played for 
Sydney FC Youth from 2018 to 2020.  He made one 
appearance in the 2020 competition for his club. He 
has returned to the Wolves and was on the bench for 
the Round 2 clash with Manly United.

By Malcolm Rowney

NEW BOYS IN TOWN

FEATURE STORY
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‘Guardian’ involves the top ten of Wollongong 
Wolves custodians who achieved the highest 
number of league games as they prowled their 
domains in order to shut out opposing strikers. As 
with all players, odd mistakes sometimes creep 
in on occasions but this certainly does not detract 
from the record of these impressive shot stoppers. 
Two of these goalkeepers played their games in 
both the National Soccer League and in the NSW 
Premier League, six in only the N.S.L. with two in 
the NSW P.L.  These top ten of custodians will be 
named in reverse order. 

At number ten is a shot stopper with a Grand Final 
winning appearance to his name in his thirty-eight 
appearances emanating from his two seasons in 
keeping his Wolves’ domain in check (2000/01 
and 2001/02.) Signed from Carlton, this custodian 
was Dean Anastasiadis and he had five league 
clean sheets in his two seasons. In the 2000/01 
Grand Final he was equal to the task when South 
Melbourne’s Con Boutsianos’ corner kick from the 
right side was curled in. Anastasidis confidently 
rose and pushed the ball away out of harm’s way 
in the nineteenth minute and got down well at 
his right post to turn away another Boutsianos 
threat later. It was a long clearance up field by the 
custodian on fifty-six minutes that put his team on 
the attack before Sasho Petrovski scored the first 
goal. A flying leap to keep out a powerful Steve 
Panopoulos drive with his fingertips in the second 
half as South Melbourne pressed exemplified 
his tremendous ability.  From the Wolves, Dean 
Anastasidis went to South Melbourne and has been 
goalkeeper coach at Melbourne Victory in later 
years. In his time he achieved the club’s ‘Player 
Of The Year’ Award.  Dean Anastasiadis is a club 
Champion.  

The next in line was a former Blacktown City player 
who came to the club for two seasons of the 
NSW Premier League in 2010 and 2011. In 2011, 
he was elevated to the captaincy and achieved 
seven clean sheets in his stint. This shot stopper 
was Brody Crane. Crane was extremely agile and 
as well as guarding his domain, he acted as a 
sweeper in addition with his quick acceleration. 
He could get down quickly and he showed this in 
saving a penalty kick in 2010 versus Bankstown 
Lions to thwart Zlatko Josevski. Following the 

Round 14 APIA Leichhardt game in 2011 Round 
14, Crane stated post match - ‘with the way we 
play, I need to sweep the back four quite a lot. On 
each occasion I found that I was able to get there 
just in time, otherwise I would be trouble’. During 
this match he displayed his close contact ball skills 
when he dribbled around APIA’s Wandi Jajaw. He 
saved with a fully stretched save and read the play 
well.   In 2011 he made the Football NSW All Stars 
team with his consistent displays throughout the 
season.  He returned to Blacktown City following 
his Wolves’ sojourn.  Since his playing days, Brody 
Crane has been a goalkeeping coach at Western 
Sydney Wanderers with Youth team and assistant 
goalkeeper coach at Sydney FC together with the 
FFA U17 Australian team.  Brody Crane was an 
unique goalkeeper.

With forty-six appearances in two NSL seasons 
(2002/03 and 2003/04), and eight clean sheets, 
Andrew Crews patrolled his area in a diligent 
manner. He has showed his skills with his quick 
decision-making, has a keen eye, takes the impact 
of shots with strong hands and can cover ground 
quickly.  These following examples highlight his 
skills. In his penultimate game against Brisbane 
Strikers at Perry Park, Crews was in fine form. He 
denied a Dave Pilic free kick with a fully stretched 
save with his fingertips. In the thirty-fifth minute, 
Striker Warren Moon turned and shot. Crews was 
quick to react and saved it with precision. Crews 
in the Round 23 Perth Glory game, made a saving 
effort from Mark Byrnes to push the ball around the 
far post. The custodian showed his anticipatory 
powers when after smashing the ball into the face 
of Bobby Despotovski, he had to react rapidly 
and succinctly to deny the followed up rebound.  
Altogether, Crews played seven seasons in NSL 
with Sydney United and Parramatta Power before 
signing with the Wolves. Andrew Crews did not 
play professionally after leaving the Wolves and is 
now in the financial services industry.  

This guardian was between the sticks from the first 
Wollongong Wolves game in 1981 and he stayed 
until 1983 amassing forty-seven appearances. He 
came from Newcastle KB United to the Wolves. 
Making his debut at Wollongong Showground 
against Sydney Olympic on 15th February 1981, 
was Scotsmen Jim Preston and also he played 

GUARDIAN

FEATURE STORY
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in two Final Series play-off match in 1982. He 
commanded and prowled his area with steel and 
aplomb. In Round 1 versus Sydney Olympic, on a 
rain-affected pitch, Preston was to the fore to thwart 
both Mark Koussas and Graham Jennings, two 
renowned attackers. Against Marconi in Round 15, 
Preston was extremely safe in keeping pile drivers 
from Tony Henderson from breaching his domain 
with complete grasps of the ball. In the 1983 
Round 30 Brisbane City match, Preston got down 
in the nick of time to keep the ball from a Angelo 
Falco downward header from sneaking in.   Earlier 
in 1982 win over Adelaide City Preston lead the 
team out as captain and he made a fine reflex save 
to deny Peter Rankin’s header. In the 1992 Final 
series Preston was kept busy by St.George but try 
as he might, he could not prevent the outcome 
but the team did well to make the final playoffs for 
the first time and  Preston had a big hand in this 
qualification. Jim Preston was the first.

The custodian, who has racked up fifty-one league 
appearances between the posts in the NSW 
Premier League, played in three seasons from 
2012 to 2014 and again in 2016, together with a 
Final Series play-off.  This was Daniel Collison, who 
came to the club from the Illawarra Premier League 
club, Dapto. Collison showed his class when in 
the 2012 NSW Elimination Final, he got down to 
stop Blacktown City striker Travis Major’s penalty 
shot with his first contact and grabbed the ball at 
his second attempt. Collison in the Finals nearly 
scored with a header as the Wolves threw everyone 
forward in an attempt for a late equaliser. Earlier in 
the season, he also saved Andrew Bevin’s penalty 
for APIA in Round 10 in the sodden conditions and 
against Marconi’s Nahuel Arrarte in Round 18 two 
minutes in. His responses were quick and acute 
and these were some of his attributes. Following 
the Marconi clash he stated -  ‘It was a busy night 
for me…. I’m happy with my form at the moment.’  
Collison was brave in coming for balls as he 
showed in his second match versus Manly United 
FC in Round 2 2012. He dived at the bootlaces of 
Scott Balderson to see off the danger. He stated 
in my post match interview  - ‘I had a reasonable 
game. It’s always good to get a clean sheet.’  He 
had safe hands and had fast reactions and was not 
reticent in coming for high balls and threats, as he 

showed when he palmed away a Matthew Mayora 
header against Sydney Olympic in Round 19.  At 
Ilinden Sports Centre in 2013 against Rockdale 
City Suns, Collison was to the fore in keeping a 
clean sheet and denied Richard Cardozo’s shot 
with a top save. He displayed that he could rise 
to the occasion and to produce the goods when 
required. ‘Unbelievable win for the boys…. It was 
really good to get the first clean sheet since the last 
round last year. It was a bit of monkey off my back. 
We have been unlucky….’ In 2014’s rainy match at 
Ilinden Park he adjudged crosses and corner kicks 
with perfect positioning and a good leaping ability 
as he palmed away a Sean Symons rocketed shot 
and later got down and spread himself perfectly 
to thwart Nick Taneski’s attempt and denied him 
again with a diving save. ‘The wet weather was 
atrocious but we had our fair chances in the second 
half but unfortunately could not jag a goal at the 
end. …It was good to keep the boys in the game 
at certain stages.’  Collison was the Wolves captain 
in two matches in the 2016 FFA Cup games against 
Kemblawarra Fury and Wagga Wagga Wanderers. 
‘It was a good experience leading the boys out 
tonight… I was happy with the clean sheet.”  The 
custodian was also to the fore in 2004 FFA Cup 
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Round Of 32 versus Central Coast Mariners and he 
bravely dived at the feet of Nick Fitzgerald to keep 
his domain in check in one instance. He relocated 
to Victoria and played with Geelong SC in Victoria’s 
NPL 2 before signing for Altona Magic in the Mens 
1 competition in 2019. Daniel Collison was a young 
standout.

The next shot stopper was the one who kept out 
two Perth Glory penalty takers in a Grand Final 
Shoot Out as well as scoring a penalty himself to 
ultimately to become a Championship winner. He 
tallied fifty-six league appearances and played for 
two seasons from 1998/99 to 1999/2000 and Les 
Pogliacomi was this custodian at number five. The 
six foot five custodian with a good reach made 
his name at the Wolves with his penalty saving 
exploits in the 1999/00 Grand Final versus Perth 
Glory showing heightened agility and an excellent 
reading of the play. He showed his power kicks 
when he converted from the spot. Against South 
Melbourne in Round 15 at Bob Jane Stadium, in the 
1-1 draw both teams scored penalties and Vaughn 
Coveny received a Michael Curija cross. This put 
him one on one with Pogliacomi. The custodian 
showed impeccable foresight to get down and 
thwart the striker’s ambition and win out in the 
duel. With his height, he was very adept and 
confident with high balls and could also get down 
quickly when required to smother shots and the 
like.  In the previous season’s Round 22 Northern 
Spirit clash, Pogliacomi tangled with Robbie Slater 
and was injured in the process. He stayed on with 
less mobility but he showed tenacity and fortitude 
to catch many of the efforts that the Spirits strikers 
could conjure up. Earlier In Round 14, Pogliacomi 
made a grand save from Sydney Olympic’s Jason 
Culina. Pogliacomi’s previous club before signing 
with the Wolves was Marconi and following on he 
played with Parramatta Power, Oldham Athletic, 
Blackpool and Oldham Athletic again, before 
returning to his home city Adelaide. Here he played 
for Campbelltown City in SA Premier League and 
retired after losing in 2013 in the FFA NPL Finals 
encounter with South Hobart. Pogliacomi was 
named the club’s Player Of The Year and won the 
SAPL ‘Goalkeeper Of The Year’ Award in addition 
for that 2013 season.  Les Pogliacomi will forever 
remembered for those shot-out antics. 

Another goalkeeper with a distinct height 
advantage who began his career in 1981 and 

completed his sixty-six League match stint in 1985 
with an eleven clean sheet record was Natch 
Vardareff. In his final season, six appearances was 
his tally. He made his debut as a substitute coming 
on for Jim Preston in Round 7 in 1981 and in his 
first start versus West Adelaide in he subsequent 
match, he kept his first clean sheet. He was adept 
at collecting the ball safely from shots, crosses 
and corner kicks and pushing the ball away when 
the situation demanded. At Ziem’s Park in 1983, 
Vardareff, made a match defining save to deny 
St.George player Mark Barton’s angled shot in 
Round 15. At the Wollongong Showground versus 
Adelaide City the custodian was instrumental in 
keeping the attack minded black and whites to 
one goal with a number of impressive saves to sure 
up the victory. In 1982, South Melbourne kept up 
the pressure, which kept Vardareff hopping even 
though he had kept them out in the first half with 
a good display. Vardareff against APIA thwarted 
a Marshall Soper drive with safe hands in Round 
4 in 1982.  He also earned the plaudits versus 
St.George for all game display in Round 10 after 
the team coughed up a two-goal lead to draw. In 
the 1985 Sydney City match Vardareff pushed a 
Graeme Fletcher header over the bar to save what 
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looked liked to be a certain goal to keep the score 
blowing out any further at Wentworth Park in Round 
3 He was resolute in his area.  Natch Vadareff 
certainly made his mark. 

  With a Premiership double winner and a 
Championship winner who attained eighty-seven 
league games and achieved a high tally of clean 
sheets, eleven in the NSL and eight in the NSW PL 
with a combined tally of nineteen, is none other 
than Warwick Young. He was at the Wolves for 
four seasons in the 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989 
seasons after coming from St.George. Young, as a 
custodian could cover in the box rapidly and was 
quick with his decision-making. He was fearless in 
his actions and his positioning was first class. He 
intercepted imperceptibly an attacking move by 
the Canterbury-Marrickville strikers in 1987 Round 
18. His subsequent long clearing kick then led to 
a goal. In the Grand Final, he showed his alertness 
and nimbleness when Canberra’s Julio Magallanes 
produced a powerful shot. Young produced a 
superlative touch, diving low to his left to deny the 
striker and keep his team ahead.  Young was ever 
present in goal during this 1987 season, which 
was a testament to his consistency and superb 
form.  Young’s number of clean sheets showed his 
skill and in the mud at Brandon Park versus Preston 
Makedonia, this shot stopper kept the opposition 
at bay in trying conditions of heavy rain in Round 
2 in 1988. Another huge clearance of his lead to a 
goal in the Round 8 Sunshine George Cross fixture. 
In the 1989 match with Sydney Olympic Young, in 
scant time, had to be watchful as two shots burst 
in on his domain from Marshall Soper and Mike 
McGarry, which he thwarted in quick time.  Earlier 
in the APIA Round 1 Young displayed his splendid 
blocking ability when he kept out Pedro Ricoy’s 
blasted shot.  Young exited the club following 
his stint in 1989 and appeared with Wollongong 
Macedonia in 1990/91 season. Young received 
the club’s ‘Player Of The Year’ award in the 1988 
season. Warwick Young was a winner.

This custodian began his career as a first team 
player in the 2001/02 NSL season and has played 
three stints at the club. He has been captain of 
the team. Making one hundred and three League 
performances up to R2 2020, Justin Pasfield has 
been consistently impressive, especially in the 2019 
team that took all before them in the Mens 1 League 
leading the competition for all twenty-two rounds 

and concluding the campaign nine points ahead 
the rest. He is a goalkeeper who adjudges high 
balls with precision, never shirks the battle and is 
brave going at the feet of players in 50-50 chances 
when actions are called for.  He shows agility and 
his distribution is penetrative and his punches out 
and well judged.  In the 2008 Grand Final match-
up with Sutherland Sharks Pasfield got down to 
effectively block Matthew Hall’s attacking move. 
Earlier in the season versus Blacktown City in Round 
20, Pasfield reacted quickly to punch out Daniel 
Wilkinson’s cross that was whipped in and palmed 
the ball away successfully as James Monie’s close 
range header for Bankstown City Lions in Round 
8 looked to cause damage. During this season 
Pasfield missed some matches due to commitments 
with a National team with Michael Turnbull being 
signed in the interim. Pasfield returned in 2016 to 
make twenty league appearances.  Very early in his 
return match with Hakoah Sydney City East being 
the opponents, Pasfield again displayed his punch 
out ability when he dealt with a Lee Jones free kick 
three minutes in. Later in the match with Kevin 
Lopes being in a one-on-one situation, Pasfield 
dived to smother the striker’s intent. Against 
Rockdale City Suns at WIN Stadium in Round 14, the 
Wolves succumbed to a ten man opposition though 
Pasfield’s fingertips kept Paul Reid’s powerful shot 
out and seconds later showed his concentration 
and quick reactions when he punched out Toufic 
Alameddine’s corner kick. He stated post match –‘I 
think that kind of kills us every time they go down a 
man…. We did not really create much… There’s no 
need to foul (close to goal)…I look at my game as I 
always do. Maybe I could have done better.’  In an 
FFA Cup with Sydney FC, Pasfield was in fine fettle 
to deny Milos Ninkovic’s spot kick effort and got 
down later, perceptibly to deny Brandon O’Neill. 
In 2017’s Round 3 Manly United fixture, the Wolves 
custodian blocked Dylan Macallister’s shot in an 
effective manner and later reacted quickly to keep 
out the same player‘s point blank header. Further 
to his slick movements, he scooted out to frustrate 
Hakoah Sydney City East’s Jack Green.  In Round 
12, he again advanced rapidly from his line as 
Parramatta’s Gosue Sama strode forward.  Pasfield 
was resolute in his approach and managed to put 
Sama off and save his attempt. Sydney Olympic’s 
Radovan Pavicevic also in the following game 
zipped in to intercept a back pass. His subsequent 
shot, as Pasfield skilfully narrowed the angle, 
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went wide. In the Round 17 Sydney United 58 
victory, Pasfield was at his consummate best as he 
impeded many of United’s efforts and with a huge 
clearing kick set nearly set up a goal chance, which 
was ultimately squandered. In rapid succession, 
attempts by Chris Payne and Yianni Perkatis failed 
to breach Pasfield’s goal as the ‘keeper was in 
control to claim a clean sheet. Post match he stated, 
‘Yes it was good for the self-esteem….We did well 
today and the boys stuck in….. A bit of luck went 
our way but you have to make your own luck…. a 
clean sheet at home is what we try to achieve.’     In 
the final round of 2018, Pasfield was quick off the 
blocks to beat Marconi’s Sean Rooney to the ball 
and in this game was immense with his efforts. In 
my post match interview at Marconi Stadium, the 
custodian stated -  ‘it hurts a little to come to the 
end of the season when we probably played our 
best….. It was nice way to finish, a clean sheet and 
three goals…  To finish with some respect and it is a 
good way to send off Luke Wilkshire..’ Earlier in the 
season, he thrust the ball to safety off Blacktown’s 
Conor Evans shot in Round 1 and in the Round 15 
Sutherland Sharks J.J.Kelly Park match at Coniston 
in cold and blustery conditions, Pasfield adapted 
to grasp a Lachlan Everett effort in one saving 
incident. …’We made it hard for ourselves.. I don’t 
like the wind…..’ Against APIA, Pasfield achieved 
a stunning save as he kept out a Jordan Murray. 
Later in the match he kept Tasuku Sekiya at bay with 

precision.  A ‘Players Player Of The Year Award’ 
was bestowed upon the shot stopper for his great 
record of consistency and due diligence.

With the team led by Pasfield leading the points 
table throughout 2019, in the Round 9 Blacktown 
City game he repelled all Blacktown had to offer 
through Joey Gibbs, Leroy Jennings and William 
Mutch in keeping his goal in tact with a superb 
display of catching, positioning and distribution.  
Following the 2019 Round 21 Rockdale City match 
when the team had achieved the Premiership one 
match early  – ‘We have worked hard to this point….
We are the best team….it is a very proud moment 
to lead the boys.’ Pasfield took care of a Panni Nikas 
long distance threat under pressure but kept his 
composure and concentration.

In the 2019 FFA NPL Final’s run of three matches, 
Pasfield displayed a consummate level as he went 
low to deter Canberra Olympic’s Kofi Danning 
strike, did so again to keep out a Perth S.C. player 
Michael Domfeh’s threat, and thwarted Lions F.C 
free kick specialist Andy Thompson from taking 
advantage by catching and then subsequently in 
quick time setting his team back on the offensive 
with clever and accurate delivery.  These examples 
are just three from those encounters.    

Pasfield was the club ‘Player Of The Year’ in 2017 
and he has won team honours being the custodian 
in winning the NSW Premier League Grand Final 
and an FFA NPL Cup Final in 2008 and 2019 
respectively. Justin Pasfield prowled his line 

With an all-up tally of sixteen seasons in the NSL 
with six different clubs, this shot stopper came to 
the Wolves from APIA Leichhardt. At the Wolves, 
he achieved thirty clean sheets from one hundred 
and forty-one appearances and in addition, 
assisted his team to play in a number of Finals Series 
play-offs. His debut season was in the 1992/93 
season and his first match was in Round 7 replacing 
John Filan.  In the Round 10 Marconi fixture, Brett 
Hughes was on song to thwart strong efforts from 
Kimon Taliadoris and Steve Corica. Five rounds 
later, he proved his class when he got the better 
of Newcastle Breaker‘s Brad Maloney on his two 
scoring situations. In the draw with Morwell Falcons 
in Round 16, as the Falcons looked for a winner, 
Hughes denied Sasha Becvinovski with an excellent 
save and won an aerial duel with the same player 
not long afterwards.  Hughes displayed his diving 
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ability to disappoint Melbourne CSC’s Vaughan 
Coveny from celebrating. In the final Round 26, 
the custodian repelled South Melbourne’s Peter 
Tsolakis with a tremendous effort. Brunswick Pumas 
defeated the Wolves earlier in Round 14 though 
Hughes was able to keep the score down with two 
saves from Ross Aloisi and Steve Smith that looked 
promising.

The following season saw Hughes using his reflexes 
to great effect, when In the Round 23 Sydney 
Olympic win, he instituted three saves in the 
second half, while in the first half, he was able to 
repel Andrew Bernal’s shot from a corner kick with 
a superlative save. With quick reactions, he fended 
off a Mark Viduka header against Melbourne 
Knights earlier in Round 21. In the prior Round 1 
versus Newcastle Breakers, Hughes kept at bay a 
strong Warren Spink shot, while In Round a ‘man 
of the match’ effort saw him making three vital 
match winning saves to keep a clean sheet against 
Parramatta Eagles in Round 4.      

 A reflex save to deny West Adelaide’s Cyrille 
Ndongo-Keller assisted his team to a win and a 
clean sheet in the Round 5 fixture in the 1994/95 
season. He was at his very best thwarting Mark 
Viduka, Danny Tiatto and Andrew Marth in a 
‘man of the match’ performance in the Round 14 
at Somers Street. Being fully stretched, Hughes 
warded off in spectacular fashion Sydney United 
player Ante Moric’s strike from thirty metres that 
rocketed in to his domain in Round 20.   

Francis Awaretife for Marconi in season 1995/96 
provided a challenge for Hughes in Round 7.  The 
shot stopper managed to accurately block the shot 
and was in tune to turn the second effort around 
for a corner kick. His fingertips guided the Glenn 
Moore’s blistering effort for Newcastle Breakers the 
Round 10 clash on to the cross bar while five rounds 
later, he was practically the only one to prevent 
total carnage in Sydney United’s 3-0 victory. West 
Adelaide produced the goods in Round 19 and 
Hughes stood out for his team by tipping a Cyrille 
Ndongo-Keller close range header instinctively 
over the bar and prior in the game, he denied the 
Cameroon international striker bravely from point 
blank range. Being in a beaten team, Hughes 
still won the plaudits by repelling Marconi’s Brad 
Maloney from close in, by diving low and pushing 
the ball over the goal amongst other critical saves.  
Melbourne Knights in Round 22 saw Hughes 

playing a blinder, as he kept out six outstanding 
saves, many shots from the feet of Tom Pondeljak 
in his team’s quest to force a draw. Quick reaction 
saves denied Esala Masi from Morwell Falcons and 
earlier he dived at the bootlaces of Michael Reda to 
keep him scoreless in addition. 

In his sixth and final season (1996/97) the 
custodian gained widespread approval to display 
that his best days were not behind him when he 
was vigilant to the threat provided by Abbas Saad’s 
glancing header for Sydney Olympic. Hughes 
made a fully stretched rescue for his team. Later in 
the contest, Saad was one on one with Hughes. 
His one handed effort was enough to keep the 
striker from converting. A late close range header 
from Milan Blagojevic was palmed onto the cross 
bar to keep the game at even Stevens.  In Adelaide 
Hughes resisted everything that Kosta Salapasidis, 
Michael Brooks and Bradley Hassell could conjure 
up for City.  Hughes won his two accolades for 
the Wolves ‘Player Of The Year’ for his consistent 
displays in seasons 1993/94 and 1995/96. He was 
also in the team that won the 1997 waratah Cup 
beating Bankstown city Lions 5-2 and in an early 
Lions foray, Hughes was instrumental in averting 
the Lions from gaining an upper hand by making a 
fine save from a Saso Boskoski free kick.   His final 
season was in the 1997/98 one and his final match 
for the red and whites was at Brandon Park on 28th 
April 1996 in the unfortunate 2-1 loss to Melbourne 
Knights.  Following on were stints at Marconi, 
Sydney United and Sydney Olympic. Brett Hughes 
was a colossus for the club.

Three of these above named goalkeepers have 
been involved in their careers with the Wolves 
goalkeeping coach, John Krajnovic, with these 
being Crane, Collison and Pasfield. The custodians 
have certainly reaped the benefits of Krajnovic’s 
experience and training that this coach has 
provided.  

A guardian is defined as one who protects or 
defends something. Indeed, Brett Hughes, Justin 
Pasfield, Warwick Young, Natch Vardareff, Les 
Pogliacomi, Daniel Collison, Jim Preston, Andrew 
Crews, Brody Crane and Dean Anastasiadis are 
Wolves’ guardians of the highest order and the 
longest stints in their protection of their goal 
domain. 

By Malcolm Rowney
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PROUDLY SUPPORTING JUNIOR FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT
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These goals and the circumstances behind them are 
the fruits of the 2020 Rebooted season of eleven 
rounds and the finals match. In addition, the goals 
that were scored the aborted Rounds 1 and 2 before 
the Covid 19 pandemic that changed the world, are 
recognized.   

Goal 1- TAKERU OKADA v Mt Druitt in Round 1 at 
Albert Butler Park.

Following a Wolves free kick in the seventy-second 
minute, Okada’s right-footed effort deflected off the 
leg of a defender into the net for the only goal of the 
game.

Goal 2  -LACHLAN  SCOTT v APIA in Round 2 at 
Lambert Park.

Midfielder Harry Callahan had pushed the ball 
forward to Bul Juach who subsequently moved it to 
his left for Scott who was in space. His first time shot 
from inside the penalty arc flew into the western 
goal’s top corner.

Goal 3 – BUL JUACH v APIA in Round 2 at 
Lambert Park.

After he brought the ball from the right side, when 
he arrived at the edge of the penalty area he let fly 
with his left foot. His superlative shot lodged into 
the top left corner of the Lambert Park eastern goal.

Goal 4 - LACHLAN SCOTT v APIA in Round 2 at 
Lambert Park.

Scott motored forward with panache. The APIA 
custodian advanced and Scott changed direction to 
elude him by moving to his right. With a defender 
in tow, Scott readied for the shot. He pulled the 
trigger with his effervescent effort flew into the top 
left corner of the eastern goal.  

Goal 5 - BUL v JUACH v APIA in Round 2 at 
Lambert Park.

Juach brought up his brace after he brought the ball 
forward at speed. He hit the ball superbly with his 
left foot. The ball traversed into the top left corner of 
the eastern goal. 

Goal 6 - LACHLAN SCOTT v North Shore 
Mariners in Round 4 at Butler Park 

A Guy Knight throw in went to the goal line but 

was headed back. Scott reacted quickly to gain 
possession to subsequently squeeze the ball into 
the goal at the near post.

Goal 7 – TAKERU OKADA v North Shore Mariners 
in Round 4 at Butler Park. 

Striker Lachlan Scott went along the right side line 
at Butler Park, leaving a defender in his wake. He 
moved inwardly before placing the ball across 
the goal. The ball went beyond the custodian but 
Okada raced in to slot the ball high into the net from 
close vicinity.

Goal 8 – NICK LITTLER v North Shore Mariners in 
Round 4 at Butler Park.

The defence could not clear a James Stojcevski 
corner kick, his second in succession and the ball. 
The ball was headed down and Littler appeared at 
the far post to thread the ball home in a packed six 
yard area. 

Goal 9 – LACHLAN SCOTT v North Shore 
Mariners in Round 4 at Butler Park.

Striker Josh Bingham and Takeru Okada were 
involved in the lead up. An Okada headed on ball 
fell to Scott. His right-footed drive narrowly went 
pass the Mariner’s custodian. 

Goal 10 - BUL JUACH v Sydney United in Round 5 
at Edensor Park. 

Juach used his body to propel the ball over the line 
but it came at a cost after colliding with the Sydney 
United custodian. Juach left the field on a stretcher 
immediately after scoring in the seventieth minute.

Goal 11- JOSH BINGHAM v Blacktown City in 
Round 6 at Butler Park.

From wide on the left, a lifted Takeru Okada pass 
after he received a Chris Price pass, found Bingham. 
He sped into the box. With the custodian off his line, 
Bingham adroitly chipped the ball over his head in 
the eighth minute. 

Goal 12 – MARCUS BEATTIE v Blacktown City in 
Round 6 at Butler Park.

Thomas James was mesmerizing the defence before 
he passed to Tatsuki Nagatsuka. He in turn passed to 
an on rushing Beattie. The striker then shot with his 

BRING IT ON HOME - 2020

FEATURE STORY
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instep of his right foot. The ball eluded the custodian 
and lodged high into the goal.

Goal 13 –THOMAS JAMES v Rockdale Ilinden at 
Ilinden Sports Centre.

In the twentieth minute, James, following his ill-
fated Perth Glory stint, scored his first goal in the 
rebooted season

Goal 14 TAKERU OKADA v Sydney Olympic in 
Round 

Marcus Beattie throw in went to Josh Bingham. 
He progressed with a defender in tandem before 
slipping the ball back to Beattie. Taking a few 
strides, he passed to Okada. A change of movement 
wrong footed a defender gave Okada some space. 
He propelled the ball with his right foot swerving 
high into the goal, bulging the inside side netting.

Goal 15 - JOSH BINGHAM v Western Sydney 
Wanderers in Round 9 at Butler Park.

A Takeru Okada corner kick and the ball bounced 
off a Wanderers player. It looped high in the air with 
Bingham heading in on thirty-two minutes, as the 
Western Sydney custodian advanced.

Goal 16 - JOSH BINGHAM v Sydney FC in Round 
10 at Ilinden Sports Centre

In the centre Thomas James fed the ball to Takeru 
Okada to his right but forward in position. Okada 
scurried forward and then shot. The Sydney FC 
custodian and a teammate defender collided. 
The ball rebounded off these stricken players to 
Bingham and his easy task to side foot h. 

Goal 17 - THOMAS JAMES v Sydney FC in Round 
10 at Ilinden Sports Ground

Chris Price made a strong overlapping run down the 
left before his left footed cross to the far post saw 
James rising high to head home powerfully.

Goal 18 - JOSH BINGHAM v Sydney FC in Round 
10 at Ilinden Sports Ground

From the left corner Takeru Okada whipped a 
corner kick to the near post where Bingham stood 
his ground to project his header into the goal in the 
twenty-first minute.

Goal 19 - TAKERU OKADA v Sydney FC in Round 
10 at Ilinden Sports Centre

Nick Littler sent a long ball up from the back. Lachlan 
Scott met it and brought the ball under control 
being sending it on to Okada on the right in space. 
He showed a clean pair of heals as he scampered 
in to the box. With a defender catching him up he 
tucked the ball behind to deceive.  He immediately 
on the junction of the goal area, He shot with the 
outside of his right foot with the ball going in after 
scraping the low point of the far post. 

Goal 20 MARCUS BEATTIE v Manly United In 
Round 11 at Butler Park

Following lead up play by Nick Littler and Thomas 
James, Takeru Okada provided a pass for Beattie. 
From close proximity to the goal, Beattle lobbed the 
ball over the Manly custodian’s head in the fourth 
minute, the quickest goal of the campaign. 

Goal 21 – MARCUS BEATTIE v Manly United in 
Round 11 at Butler Park

Four minutes after the second half resumption, a 
Takeru Okada corner kick was swung in. Nick Littler 
headed on to the far post to where Beattie was 
lurking. He subsequently pushed the ball home 
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Goal 22 – JOSH BINGHAM v Manly United in 
Round 11 at Butler Park  

Guy Knight had emerged victorious in a tackle 
before the ball found Harry Callahan. Exchanging 
passes with Takeru Okada ended when Okada 
scooted through the defence before laying the ball 
off to the left for Bingham. From close in, he an easy 
tap in.

Goal 23 – MARCUS BEATTIE v Manly United in 
Round 11 at Butler Park

Beattie -‘Obviously I had a few chances this year and 
it was good to put them away today…. So happy 
days’. His treble was brought up in the seventy-
seventh minute. Guy Knight slipped the ball to 
Thomas James who let fly with a powerful shot. 
It stung the hands of the Manly custodian so he 
parried out. Beattie was to the fore to tuck the ball 
into the goal for his three peat. 

Goal 24 – JOSH BINGHAM v Manly United in 
Round 11 at Butler Park

Harry Callahan had one of his customary bursts into 
the penalty area and was impeded unceremoniously. 
A spot kick was thus awarded. Bingham rifled the 
ball past the Manly custodian to bring up his brace 
with four minutes left on the timekeeper.

Goal 25 – MARCUS BEATTIE v Sydney United in 
Major Semi-Final at Butler Park. 

Josh Bingham had nodded the ball beyond two 
chasing defenders. Beattie shrugged off one as 
he moved closer to the goal. His ensuing shot as a 
defender slid in, went high towards the goal, hitting 
the underside of the cross bar before entering the 
Sydney United domain. 

The aborted goals were as follows

Goal 1 LACHLAN SCOTT v Sydney Olympic in 
Round 1 at Belmore Sports Ground 

Ten minutes in, after Thomas James was impeded. 
From the following Okada free kick, the ball was 
curled in. The custodian spilled the ball as Nick 
Littler went up for the header. A defender was also 
in attendance. Consequently the ball ran loose 
allowing Scott to capitalize on his good fortune. He 
spirited the ball into the net.  

Goal 2 – BUL JUACH v Sydney Olympic in Round 
1 at Belmore Sports Ground

Close to the conclusion of the contest, a Thomas 
James corner kick travelled to the far post. Darcy 
Madden headed it back across the crowded area. 
Juach, as a substitute, managed to push the ball over 
the line for his maiden Mens 1 competition goal at 
that time.

Goal 3 - THOMAS JAMES v North Shore Mariners 
in Round 2 at Butler Park.

Guy Knight set Takeru Okada on his way straight 
down the middle of the field. He progressed rapidly 
before passing to Lachlan Scott veering to the left.  
He then passed inwardly to James. He swerved to 
the right before dispatching the ball in at the far post 
to elude the custodian.

Goal 4 - THOMAS JAMES v North Shore Mariners 
in Round 2 at Butler Park   

With ten minutes left on the clock, Brendan Griffin 
lofted a high ball over to the far post. James was in 
the vicinity. As he attempted to control the ball, it 
flew upwards and brushed the hand of a defender. 
James took the resultant penalty kick and buried the 
ball into the left side of the goal.

These were the goals of 2020.

By Malcolm Rowney
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*TEAM LISTINGS SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Referee: 
Assistant Referees: 

Fourth Official: 

K. Patterson
C. Wright and M. Staples
H. Al-Nakeeb

1ST GRADE TEAM LISTS

1 Aidan Munford (GK)
2 Taylor McDonald
3 Darcy Madden
4 Nikola Djordjevic
5 Joshua Alcorn
6 Ethan Kambisios
7 Marcus Beattie
8 Brendan Griffin
9 Thomas James
10 Van Elia
11 Leroy Jennings
12 Harrison Taranto
13 Stefan Dimoski
15 Daniel Loe
16 Fletcher McFarlane
17 James Stojcevski
18 Hamish Lamberton
19 Bilal Belkadi
20 Liam Wille
23 Hayden Durose (GK)
24 Lachlan Scott

Head Coach: Luke Wilkshire
Assistant Coach: Stephen O’Connor
Team Manager: Mark Wilkshire
Asst Team Manager: Egor Dolgopolov
GK Coach: John Krajnovic
Video Analysis: Anthony Tugrul

1 Carlos Saliadarre
2  Solomon-Johnn Monahan-Vaiika
3 Travis Oughtred
4 Mitch Smith
5 Bonani Paulo
6 Blake Thompson
7 Jack Stewart
8 Jason Perez
9 John Roberts
11 George Tuson-Firth
12 Peter Nichols
17 Cooper Coskerie 
19 Riley Ellem
20 Robert Fanella 
21 Tarek Elrich 
22 Jake Mamone 
24 Sunmola Yinka 
27 Andre Cavalarro
28 Macerolla Jared
32 Fumoto Kamada 
33 Takumo Tsujimono 
33 Marc Warren 

Coach: Stewart Montgomery
Asst. Coach: Stamati Glaros
Managers: Kevin Allan/George Mandic
Physio: Kris Caolia Progressive Physio.
Strength & Conditioning: Shannon Codd
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POS TEAM P W D L F A GD PTS

1 Rockdale Ilinden FC 2 2 0 0 5 0 5 6

2 Sydney United 58 FC 2 2 0 0 6 2 4 6

3 Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC 2 1 1 0 4 2 2 4

4 Blacktown City FC 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 4

5 Sydney FC 2 1 0 1 3 5 -2 3

6 Sutherland Sharks FC 2 0 2 0 3 3 0 2

7 Manly United FC 2 0 2 0 2 2 0 2

8 Marconi Stallions FC 2 0 1 1 1 2 -1 1

9 Northbridge Bulls FC 2 0 1 1 2 4 -2 1

10 APIA Leichhardt FC 2 0 1 1 1 3 -2 1

11 Wollongong Wolves FC 2 0 1 1 1 5 -4 1

12 Sydney Olympic FC 2 0 0 2 0 2 -2 0

1ST GRADE LADDER
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CDN has launched its new CloudVue Digital Asset 
Management System that offers real world value 
for a range of industries to take them to the Cloud.  

With Cloudvue:

•  Your business will save time and money as quality control of 
administration and documentation becomes more effective 
and efficient. 

•   Collaboration becomes simple with quick and easy 
exchanges of information between colleagues

•  Specific client portals are accessible with the permissions 
system

•  Access includes flexibility and mobility from mobile devices as 
well as computers

•  Your data is backed up for disaster recovery 

•  Your data is secure on Australian servers 

With features that include Version Control and Templates, 
as well as enhanced Data Control and User Management 
capabilities, CloudVue is able to offer an organisation the best 
aspects of multiple software classes, from EDRMS to CMS, as 
well as CRM and many others! 

FOR MORE INFORMATION,  
CONTACT THE TEAM ON SALES@CDN.COM.AU!
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TODAY’S PROUD  
MATCH DAY SPONSOR
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OFFICIAL MATCH BALL OF NPL NSW

PURCHASE FROM:
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TEAM LISTS

UNDER 18s UNDER 16s UNDER 15s

UNDER  14s UNDER  12sUNDER  13s

1 Noah Petrolo GK
2 Jaxon Bojlevski
3 Kahuitara  Te Ra Chase
4 Finley Cole
5 Oscar Dwyer
6 Fabian Gaudiosi
7 Kristian Graovac
8 Leo Halios-Lewis
9 William Heininger
10 Jack Johanson
11 Travis Kosevic
12 Max Linton
13 Jarrah Longbottom
14 Zachary McNeill
15 Jared Mihajlovic
16 Novak Novakovic
17 Lachlan Rayner
18 Henry Sargent
20 Cohen Martins GK

1 Bailey Trunzo
2 Christian Beleski
3 James Benedetti
4 Lucas Dubowski
5 Noah Hewett
6 Khaled Houchaymi
7 Isaac Kostovski
8 Cooper Markovic
9 Conor Mathie
10  Millet
11 Lucas Moreira
12 Jet Sanders
13 Jordan Sirijovski
14 Noah Smart
15 Luca Spaseski
16 Lachlan Taylor

1 Hudson Beddow
2 Luca Beattie
3 Rocco Booth
4 Riley Dwyer
5 Tzar Harb
6 Oscar Kiely
7 Dylan King
8 Kiho Luke
9 Cameron Luton
10 Michael Marijan
11 Ryan Molnar
12 Oliver Morgan
13 Samuel Palermo
14 Joshua Rathbone
15 Zane Stroemer

1 Max Cunial
2 Liam Ball
3 Zane Basi
4 Kristian Butkovic
5 Jude Christie
6 Sebastian Dobre
7 Jacob Fakhoury
8 Cassander Grujevski
9 Baxter Hanley
10 Adam Kairis
11 Roman Kalmanidis
12 Tyler King
13 Martin Kolevski
14 Liam Mavridis
15 Lucas Trajcevski
16 Christian Vujic

1 Luke Morgan
2 Alex  Casella
3 Luke Dearsley
4 Dax Kelly
5 Logan Mathie
6 Luke Darjani
7 Thomas Dunn
8 Flynn Madden
9 Sebastian Stanojevic
10 Denim Nou
11 James Quinn
12 Ben Giason
13 Joshua Galevski
14 Jake almond
15 Samuel Starcic
16 Jack Duffy
17 Luke Palermo

1 Spyro kyriazidis
2 Jayden Branovski
3 Benjamin Caroutas
4 Harry Churchill
5 James Ciot
6 Koray Gokturk
7 Damon Gray
8 Edvard Grujevski
9 Cooper Kerridge
10 Zak Markovski
11 Dylan Martos
12 William Milinkovic
13 Joel Palermo
14 Cooper Schofield
15 Sebastian Tomasiello
16 Kalani Vella
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TEAM LISTS

UNDER  11s UNDER  9sUNDER  10s

2 Gianni Arbolino
3 Tyler Bailey
4 Lachlan Cram
5 Leon Gavriloski
6 Nicholas Giorgio
7 Isaac Gizzi
8 Lohithan J Avinash
9 Taylor Lombardi
10 Parker Mayer
11 Harley Sanders
12 Jacob Saunders
13 Flynn Saville
14 Preston tanevski
15 Zayne Thompson
16 Nash Tweddle
17 Archer vian

3 Nickolas Balgovind
4 Orlando Beer
5 Callum Cajar
6 Parker Dumbrell
7  Everingham
8 Jackson Fraser
9 Ethan George
10 Julian Giorgio
11 Ethan Mathie
12 Jonas McDermott
13 Kynan Merola
14 Jake Mulhall
15 Alex Popovski
16 Travis Potter
17 Rocco Scaglia
18 Hugo Spaseski
19 Preston Taylor
20 Cristian Vidal
21 Jonny Antoniou

1 Loucas Makowski
1 Ricardo Vega
2 Harley Bermudez
3 Ayden Celebi
4 Austin Craig
5 Leron Elmazi
6 Xavier Godbee
7 Wil Leddy
8 Bailey Mitchell
9 Jett Nadj
10 Adam Nikoloski
11 Samuel Perez
12 Jordi Prenzoski
13 Aidan Rayner
14 Cash Sanders
15 Haydon Sharman
16 Max Smith
17 Dean Srbinoski
18 Lewis Tomlinson
19 Christian Ugonotti
20 Samuel Ugonotti
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POS TEAM P W D L F A GD PTS

1 Manly United FC 2 2 0 0 6 0 6 6

2 Sydney Olympic FC 2 2 0 0 6 0 6 6

3 Northbridge Bulls FC 2 2 0 0 5 2 3 6

4 Sydney FC 2 1 1 0 3 1 2 4

5 APIA Leichhardt FC 2 1 1 0 3 2 1 4

6 Sutherland Sharks FC 2 1 0 1 3 2 1 3

7 Wollongong Wolves FC 2 1 0 1 3 4 -1 3

8 Marconi Stallions FC 2 0 1 1 0 3 -3 1

9 Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC 2 0 1 1 1 5 -4 1

10 Blacktown City FC 2 0 0 2 3 5 -2 0

11 Rockdale Ilinden FC 2 0 0 2 2 6 -4 0

12 Sydney United 58 FC 2 0 0 2 1 6 -5 0

U20 TEAM LISTS

U20 LADDER

1 Tomas Butkovic
2 Evan Ball
3 Brendan Low
4 Jacob Garner
5 Luca Danzo
6 Fletcher McFarlane
7 Noah Vidler
8 Jake Lavalle
9 Lewis Grimshaw

10 Nico Duarte
11 Mason Mavridis
12 Rocky Lavalle
13 Paul Soravia
14 Jarvis Patterson
15 Jayden Smileski
17 Nav Darjani
19 Deakin Brownlee
21 Keegan Matias

Coach: Matheus Scapin
Assistant Coach: Daniell Zeleny
Team Manager: Jorge Perez

18 Braiden Burr
21 Brendan Allen 
23 Leo Abdo 
24 Raj Singh 
25 Mo Sabbough 
28 Callum Garrett
29 Jacob Debian

30 Nate dunShea
31 Ngor Deng 
35 Sunday Yona 
36 Joshua Armandi
38 Anthony Louis 
40 Andre Takami
41 Ivan Sunjic 

Coach: Steve Mayer
Asst. Coach: Can Ozemir
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Club championships for all NPL Men’s and Women’s are available online: 
Men’s: https://mens.nplnsw.com.au/club-championship/

Women’s: https://womens.nplnsw.com.au/club-championship-nsw-womens/

CLUB PLAYED U20’s 1st TOTAL

Rockdale Ilinden FC 4 0 24 24

Sydney United 58 FC 4 0 24 24

Manly United FC 4 12 8 20

Sydney FC 4 8 12 20

Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC 4 2 16 18

Blacktown City FC 4 0 16 16

Northbridge Bulls FC 4 12 4 16

Sutherland Sharks FC 4 6 8 14

APIA Leichhardt FC 4 8 4 12

Sydney Olympic FC 4 12 0 12

Wollongong Wolves FC 4 6 4 10

Marconi Stallions FC 4 2 4 6

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIP

NORTHBRIDGE BULLS FC VS MARCONI 
STALLIONS FC

1:30 PM / SAT 20 MAR CAMPBELLTOWN 
SPORTS STADIUM 

APIA LEICHHARDT FC VS SUTHERLAND 
SHARKS FC

5:15 PM / SAT 20 MAR LAMBERT PARK

MT DRUITT TOWN RANGERS FC VS 
SYDNEY FC

7:00 PM / SAT 20 MAR POPONDETTA 
PARK

ROCKDALE ILINDEN FC VS MANLY 
UNITED FC

3:00 PM / SUN 21 MAR ROCKDALE 
ILINDEN SPORTS CENTRE

SYDNEY OLYMPIC FC VS WOLLONGONG 
WOLVES FC

4:00 PM / SUN 21 MAR BELMORE SPORTS 
GROUND

SYDNEY UNITED 58 FC VS BLACKTOWN 
CITY FC

4:00 PM / SUN 21 MAR SYDNEY UNITED 
SPORTS CENTRE

NEXT ROUND FIXTURES
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SPONSORS
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SPONSORS

PROUDLY SUPPORTING JUNIOR FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT

Mortgage Smart
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SPONSORS



FOR MORE INFO VISIT
NPLNSW.COM.AU

FACEBOOK.COM/NPLNSW
#NPLNSW

2021 HOME
FIXTURES

wollongongwolves.com.au

ROUND 2 07/03/21 (Sun) 13:00 WIN Stadium - Manly United
ROUND 3 14/03/21 (Sun) 14:30 Mt Druitt Town Rangers FC
ROUND 5 28/03/21 (Sun) 13:00 WIN Stadium - Northbridge Bulls FC
ROUND 8 18/04/21 (Sun) 14:30 Blacktown City FC
ROUND 11 09/05/21 (Sun) 14:30 Sutherland Sharks FC
ROUND 12 16/05/21 (Sun) 14:30 Rockdale Ilinden FC
ROUND 15 06/06/21 (Sun) 14:30 Sydney Olympic FC
ROUND 17 20/06/21 (Sun) 14:30 Marconi Stallions FC
ROUND 18 27/06/21 (Sun) 14:30 Sydney United 58 FC
ROUND 20 11/07/21 (Sun) 14:30 APIA Leichhardt FC
ROUND 21 18/07/21 (Sun) 14:30 Sydney FC

HOME GROUND - Albert Butler Memorial Park
Shellharbour Rd, Warrawong


